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Preliminary goals
o Want a real world experiment to capture true evidence of worm behavior
o Set up experiments in an actual network as opposed to a simulation or testbed environment
o Would capture actual dynamic factors from varying network load
o Identify propagation paths
o Determine parent-child (infector-victim) relationship
o Determine order of infections
Preliminary Work
Scanning Cases
Sequence - Sequence
◦ Sequentially iterate thru subnets
◦ Sequentially iterate thru hosts
◦ Double nested
Sequence - Random
◦ Sequentially iterate thru subnets
◦ Randomly select hosts
◦ Double nested
Pseudorandom - Sequence
◦ Sequentially iterate thru a.b portion
◦ Randomly select c portion of subnet
◦ Sequentially iterate thru hosts
◦ Triple nested
Pseudorandom - Random
◦ Sequentially iterate thru a.b portion
◦ Randomly select c portion of subnet
◦ Randomly select hosts
◦ Triple nested
Preliminary results
Sequence – Sequence case Sequence – Random case
Pseudorandom – Random case
Automated Delivery – Robots & Drones
Future goals
o Set up policies for mitigation of impact or interruption of attack
o Move to a wireless setting for unknown robots/drones coming in as attacker or target
o Maintain privacy and security of data held 
o Protect against possible cyberphysical attack of taking over robots
